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Abstract 

Cloud computing is developing as one of the significant empowering systems for the assembling business. It 

has major significance such as establishing to accomplish its potential, where a reasonable comprehension of 

the different issues including, both from the viewpoints of the suppliers and the buyers of the innovation. 

There is a continuous change in outlook in assembling, wherein the cutting edge fabrication industry is 

changing towards worldwide assembling of systems and supply chains. The skills of smart cloud 

manufacturing unit include production, innovation materials, information, manageability, asset sharing and 

systems administration. A significant issue with cloud assembling is thus able to ideally plan numerous task 

scheduling by accomplishing better execution of a cloud fabricating framework. Undertaking an outstanding 

task at hand can give better efficiency in cloud manufacturing models.  

 

Keywords: On-demand manufacturing, cloud manufacturing (CMfg), factory-on-demand, on-demand design, 

service-based manufacturing model 

Introduction 

Cloud manufacturing (CM) model is an important kind of arranged assembling model. Advancement 

techniques are one of the essential procedures for CM activity, which is utilized for the productive mix of 

assembling assets. In a wide range of assembling assets, the machining hardware is one of the most significant 

assets. Utilizing streamlining methods to accomplish ideal determination of machine hardware is infrequently 

examined in the CM. Other significant issues to its upgrades and quality of service (QoS) is the manufacturing 

services management (MSM). CMfg intends to understand the full-scale sharing, free dissemination and 

exchange, and on-request utilization of different assembling assets and abilities through manufacturing 

administration. Without the successful activity and specialized help of MSM, the usage of CMfg and its point 

cannot be accomplished. It is essential to outline the current works and advances on MSM in CMfg.  
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Research Objectives 

The objectives of the review study are:  

 To conduct a review on the existing techniques of cloud manufacturing and provide a 

comparison of the existing models of cloud manufacturing models  

 To resolve the issues in the existing models of the cloud manufacturing environment 

 

Literature Review 

The Review of Literature includes the various feature extraction and classification approaches used in the 

palm print authentication system.  

Lu and Xu, (2019) proposed the idea of cloud-based assembling equipment and talked about the specialized 

difficulties with regard to Industry 4.0. They have proposed a nonexclusive framework engineering for cloud-

oriented assembling equipment based on physical frameworks and huge information investigation. They 

exhibited the performed execution of cloud-based assembling hardware in a genuine industry condition for the 

arrangement of on-request assembling administrations. A nonexclusive framework design for cloud-put 

together assembling hardware based on physical generation frameworks and enormous information 

examination is proposed, enabling assembling equipment to be associated with the cloud and made accessible 

for the arrangement of on-request assembling administrations. An industry execution in a world-driving 

apparatus arrangement supplier affirms that the proposed framework engineering for cloud-based assembling 

hardware can effectively empower on-request assembling administrations provisioned by means of the 

Internet and can be stretched out to organizations that are trying to change inheritance generation frameworks 

into cloud-based cyber-physical frameworks.  

Xu, (2012) recommended two sorts of cloud computing appropriations in the manufacturing division, 

producing with direct reception of distributed computing advances and cloud fabricating in the assembling 

adaptation of cloud computing. Cloud computing has been in some of the key aspects of assembling, such as 

in IT applications, pay-as-you-go plans of action, generation scaling all over per request, and adaptability in 

sending and altering arrangements. In cloud manufacturing, appropriated assets are exemplified into cloud 

benefits and used in an integrated manner. Customers can utilize cloud administrations as per their 

prerequisites. Cloud clients can demand services covering every single phase of a product life cycle.  
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Marston et al., (2011) distinguished the qualities, shortcomings, gaps and dangers for the cloud 

computing industry. They have identified the different issues that will influence the various partners of 

distributed computing. We additionally issue many suggestions for the experts who will give and deal with 

this innovation. For analysts, we plot the various regions of research that needs consideration with the goal 

that we are in a situation to prompt the business in the years to come. At last, we plot a portion of the key 

issues confronting administrative organizations who, because of the exciting idea of the cloud innovation, 

should turn out to be personally engaged with the guidelines of this cloud computing.  

 Adamson et al., (2017) introduced a cutting-edge theoretical model together with distinguished 

remarkable research issues, and future patterns and headings within the broad scope of cloud manufacturing. 

Cloud manufacturing has been in the recent for many research intrigues and recommended applications during 

the ongoing years, by both modern and scholastic networks. There is a necessity to make accessible 

manufacturing tools, application software, programming instruments, applications, learning and manufacture 

product, that will be made available to hypothetical shoppers on an overall premise across the global network. 

Kusiak, (2018) utilized the concepts of Cyber-Physical systems spearheaded by the Internet of things, 

cloud computing, service-oriented computing, artificial intelligence and data science. Once implemented, 

these concepts and technologies would make smart manufacturing the hallmark of the next industrial 

revolution. The essence of smart manufacturing is captured in six pillars, manufacturing technology and 

processes, materials, data, predictive engineering, sustainability and resource sharing and networking. To 

check the proposed cloud development technique and related innovation, joining with the current 

accomplishment of the research group, utilizing cloud figuring, Internet of Things and other trend-

setting innovation, a structure and manufacturing situated cloud administration stage model is 

structured and created.  

Zhang et al., (2014) presented the cloud manufacturing innovations, along with Internet of things, the 

administration arranged advances and superior figuring, the platform of cloud manufacturing unit (CMfg) – 

for fathoming the bottlenecks in the informational improvement and assembling applications is presented. The 

idea of CMfg, including its design, standard attributes and the critical advances for executing a CMfg 

administration stage, is discussed. Three centre segments for building a CMfg framework, for example, CMfg 

assets, fabricating cloud administration and assembling cloud are examined, and the building technique for 

assembling cloud is researched. At last, a model of CMfg and the current related work led by the researchers 

gathering on CMfg are analyzed.   

 Ren et al., (2015) reviewed on some principal techniques in this field. Further, they built up a cloud 

producing framework, which might fill in as an application model. From a precise point of view, the key 

prerequisites of cloud fabricating stages are explored, and after that, they have proposed a cloud 

manufacturing model, Mfg Cloud. Finally, an open cloud producing framework for small and medium-sized 
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undertakings (SME) is displayed. This paper introduced another viewpoint for cloud fabricating, just as a 

cloud-to-ground arrangement. The incorporated arrangement proposed in this paper, including the term, Mfg 

Cloud, and applications that can push forward this new worldview from the idea into practice.   

 Ren et al., (2017) gave a basic review on the implementation of ideas and thoughts in cloud 

computing just as cutting edge fabricating advances that add to the development of cloud producing. The key 

qualities of the cloud system are additionally introduced to explain the cloud manufacturing idea 

implementation. Besides, a four-process structure is proposed to depict the run of the mill situation in cloud 

fabricating, planning to give a hypothetical reference to pragmatic applications. At last, an application 

instance of a private cloud fabricating framework for aggregate is exhibited.  

 Cheng et al., (2017) introduced the model of a hyper network into the supply-demand coordinating 

issues for manufacturing-based equipment and cloud frameworks. The idea and model of supply–request 

coordinating a hyper network of assembling administrations in SOM framework are advanced considering 

both manufacturing services and tasks. The proposed model is developed with cloud manufacturing system 

arrangement, producing undertaking system, and hyper-edges between those two systems that are uncovering 

the matched relationships between each manufacturing (supply) and manufacturing (demand). Lastly, the 

manufacturing is done to approve and confirm the proposed models and the relating demonstrating strategy. 

Finally, the simulation is carried out to validate and verify the proposed models and the corresponding 

modelling method.  

Liu et al., (2017) focused on the concept of overload task schedule with minimizing various task 

schedule issues in cloud manufacturing. In this examination, the undertaking characteristic traits are 

considered. A model for quality, performing various planning tasks, is fabricated. Along these lines, as per 

their discoveries, with no time imperative, planning big assignments with a higher importance can adequately 

diminish the tasks that can be scheduled at the same time. In the light of the underlying issues, where they 

presented a cloud manufacturing solution with various tasks scheduling model, which can consolidate the 

remaining tasks burden, demonstarting the basic fixing of administrations, such as manufacturing services 

with proficiency coefficient and enhanced service quality. They have examined the impacts of the various 

outstanding tasks and put together scheduling strategies with respect to framework execution, for example, 

total fruition time and administration use. Situations with or without time imperatives are independently 

researched in detail. Results from recreation tests demonstrate that allocating overloaded tasks with a higher 

priority can abbreviate the makespan and increment administration use without diminishing assignment 

satisfaction quality when there is no time limitation. At the point when time limitation is included, the above 

procedure empowers more undertakings to be adequately satisfied inside the time imperatives, where strategy 

enables more tasks to be successfully fulfilled.  
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 Zhou et al., (2018) concentrated on different manufacturing tasks in the cloud system and meant to 

address their scheduling issue in CMfg. As a matter of importance, a scientific model of undertaking planning 

is fabricated depending on the investigation of the scheduling procedure in CMfg. To tackle this scheduling 

issue, they propose a planning technique going for different undertakings, which empowers each 

manufacturing demand to get wanted assembling administrations. The applicant administration sets are 

created by sub-task coordinated charts. An improved hereditary calculation is connected to scanning for ideal 

undertaking booking arrangements. The viability of the scheduling technique is examined by a contextual 

investigation with individualized clients' prerequisites. The outcomes showed that the proposed undertaking 

planning strategy could accomplish preferable execution over some standard calculations, for example, 

recreating strengthening and example search.  

 Zhou and Zhang, (2016) investigated the dynamic undertaking scheduling process in CMfg. At that 

point, a strategy for dynamic planning system is dependent on constant recreation and is exhibited, and the 

framework structure of this technique is proposed. This system comprises of three layers that are preparing 

task-oriented layer, centre booking layer and asset administration layer. Key modules in the centre booking 

layer incorporating sub-task dispatcher, administration scheduler and planning plan test system. At last, they 

examined the favourable circumstances and hindrances of this reenactment based on scheduling strategy in 

taking care of dynamic undertaking planning issue in cloud fabricating condition.  

 Tao et al., (2015) provides a brief overview of CMfg and then focused on the problem of MSM in 

CMfg from the perspective of the service life cycle. The advances in MSM technology from various aspects 

are investigated and summarized. Finally, future research directions are identified and discussed. It is evident 

that the future MSM in CMfg is closely related to the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing and big data. 

Without the effective operation and technical support of MSM, the implementation of CMfg and its aim 

cannot be achieved. It is, therefore, necessary to summarize the existing works and technologies on MSM in 

Mfg. 

 Cheng et al., (2015) promoted the development and uses of service-oriented manufacturing (SOM) 

system, with the ideas of cloud manufacturing services comprising of free-market activity and supply-request 

coordination in the SOM framework. This supply-request has coordination issues in six different parameters, 

amount coordination, single item or coordination based manufacturing, numerous items or administrations 

matching, enterprise-based coordination and framework from various aspects were examined. Aiming at the 

various states of static supply, static demand, dynamic supply, dynamic demand, dynamic procedure and 

dynamic free market activity, the relative research state was portrayed from various research models and 

usage techniques. 
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Wang et al., (2014) analyzed about the selection system of machining equipment in cloud producing 

and taken care of the optimal determination of machining hardware in CM, contrasting the current assets with 

the ideal design. The technique is presented for the machining gear in CM. In the determination procedure, 

initially, a different target and multiple number programming model are proposed to portray the ideal choice 

of machining gear in CM. Secondly, subsequent to investigating the scientific model, this present reality issue 

of the machining equipment determination in CM is examined with the need strategy, which is embraced to 

make changes over the different target issue into a solitary target issue. Third, an improved particle swarm 

optimization (IPSO) algorithm is proposed, which would be dependent on a novel encoding plan and wellness 

capacity to understand the single-objective numerical model. At last, the reenactment investigations can check 

the adequacy of the IPSO calculation and demonstrated the choice procedure, which is progressively goal-

oriented and compelling to enable the customer to choose the machining equipment in CM using the current 

assets improvement model. This examination gives a hypothetical help to the advancement of CM.  

 

Comparison of Recent Techniques      

The comparison provides the various research methodologies proposed by different authors along with their 

performance results using False Rejection Rate (FRR), False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and Equal Error Rate 

(EER). 

 

Reference No 

   

Paper Title 

   

Techniques 

   

       Results 

   

Gaps 

   

 

1. 

 

Cloud-based 

manufacturing 

equipment and 

big data analytic 

to enable on-

demand 

manufacturing 

services. 

(Lu & Xu, 2019) 

 

 

Cloud-oriented 

assembling 

equipment based 

on the physical 

framework.  

 

Review 

 

End-user 

implementation 

is missing. 

 

2. 

 

From cloud 

 

Two types of 

 

Review 

 

Technology 
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computing to 

cloud 

manufacturing. 

(Xu, 2012) 

cloud computing 

approximations 

in the 

manufacturing 

division 

enabling 

customer-

oriented cloud   

based services. 

 

implementation 

in the business 

perspective is 

missing.   

 

3.  

 

Cloud 

computing — 

The business 

perspective 

(Marston et al., 

2017)  

 

 

Identified cloud 

computing 

issues for 

customer access.  

 

Review 

 

Nil  

 

4.  

 

Cloud 

manufacturing–a 

critical review of 

recent 

developments and 

future trends. 

(Adamson et al., 

2017) 

 

 

Proposed a 

cutting-edge 

theoretical 

model. 

 

Identified the 

need for 

customer 

accessible 

manufacturing 

tools. 

 

World wide 

accessibility is 

required.  

 

5.  

 

Smart 

manufacturing 

(Kusiak, 2018) 

 

Suggested 

Cyber-Physical 

system with IoT 

based and data 

science.  

 

  

Flexible usage is 

required.  
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6.  

 

Cloud 

manufacturing: a 

new 

manufacturing 

paradigm 

(Zhang et al., 

2014) 

 

 

Construction 

methods for 

cloud 

manufacturing 

platform (CMfg) 

is introduced.  

 

Simulation result 

verified 

manufacturing 

cloud prototype 

of  

CMfg.  

 

More clarity in 

simulation data 

is required.  

 

7. 

 

Cloud 

manufacturing: 

from concept to 

practice. 

(Ren et al., 

2015) 

 

 

Proposed cloud 

manufacturing 

platform 

prototype Mfg 

Cloud for the 

cloud to the 

ground solution 

of SMEs.  

  

Flexible usage is 

required.  

 

8.  

 

Cloud 

manufacturing: 

key 

characteristics 

and applications. 

(Ren et al., 

2017) 

 

 

Proposed cloud 

computing-based 

four process 

system structure. 

  

System must be 

user flexible.  

 

9.  

 

Cloud-based 

manufacturing 

equipment and 

big data analytic 

to enable on-

demand 

manufacturing 

 

Cloud 

manufacturing 

multi-task 

scheduling 

model.  

 

Simulation result 

predicted 

schedule larger 

workload tasks 

with a system 

priority and 

system 

 

Simulation result 

data for 

validating and 

verifying the 

algorithm is 

missing.   
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services. 

(Ren et al., 

2017)  

 

utilization. 

 

10.  

 

Modelling of 

manufacturing 

service supply-

demand 

matching hyper 

network in 

service-oriented 

manufacturing 

systems.  

(Cheng et al., 

2017) 

 

 

Modeling of a 

hyper network 

into supply-

demand 

matching issues 

in service-

oriented 

manufacturing 

system.   

 

Simulation 

results validated 

and verified the 

proposed model.  

 

Practical 

realization of the 

model is 

required.  

 

11.  

 

Workload-based  

 

multi-task 

scheduling in 

cloud 

manufacturing. 

(Liu et al., 2017)  

 

Multi-task  

 

scheduling 

model in cloud 

manufacturing to 

solve multi-task 

scheduling 

problems based 

on attributes.  

 

Simulation  

 

Results showed 

that higher 

priority 

decreases with 

the total 

completion time. 

Enabled larger 

workload task 

scheduling.   

 

Supply-demand   

 

perspective is 

missing.  

 

12. 

 

Diverse task 

scheduling for 

individualized 

requirements in 

cloud 

 

Proposed 

Genetic 

algorithm for 

optimal task 

scheduling 

 

The proposed 

algorithm 

achieved a better 

response.  

 

More practical 

realization with 

individualized 

customers’ 

requirements.  
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manufacturing. 

(Zhou et al., 

2018)  

 

solutions.  

 

13. 

 

Manufacturing 

service 

management in 

cloud 

manufacturing: 

overview and 

future research 

directions. 

(Tao et al., 

2015)  

 

 

Sorting of MSM 

problem in 

CMfg and 

reviewed CMfg 

implementation 

techniques.  

 

Review 

 

Nil 

 

14.  

 

Supply-demand 

matching of  

 

manufacturing 

service in 

service-oriented 

 

manufacturing 

systems. 

(Cheng et al., 

2015)  

 

 

Reviewed 

manufacturing  

 

services supply 

and demand.  

 

Reviewed 

different  

 

research models 

and 

implementation  

 

models.  

 

Nil 

 

15. 

 

 

Research on 

selection 

strategy of 

machining 

equipment in 

 

Handling of 

optimization 

selection of 

machine 

equipment in 

 

Review of math 

models. 

Proposed 

Improved 

Particle swarm 

 

Nil 
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cloud 

manufacturing.  

(Wang et al., 

2014) 

 

cloud 

manufacturing.   

optimization 

algorithm 

(IPSO)on a new 

scheme.   

 

Table 1: Comparison Table 

 

 

Conclusion 

The review study has examined various existing models in the past research, which were also discussed in 

detail after reviewing the entire core techniques. It is found that there is variation in the simulation results and 

parameters that were considered. The present section concludes with the most effective technique adopted by 

various researches, which is suitable for efficient cloud manufacturing using the on-demand model. Often, it 

has been observed that clients cannot use cloud services according to their requirements. The technical 

challenges in developing cloud-based manufacturing equipments and the enabling technologies are discussed. 

Moreover, the regulatory scheme for cloud computing is equally essential to be known to the users, including 

government agencies as well as the manufacturers. The concept is required to have accessibility to 

presumptive consumers on a worldwide basis. It is highly imperative for flexible usage of different globally 

distributed with scalable and sustainable, service-oriented manufacturing systems and resources.  
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